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1. Early in the afternoon of January the 11th 1899, Edward
Morgan Forster and Frederick William Has1uck travelled up by
train together from London to Cambridge at the end of the
Christmas holidays'. It was pouring when they árrived, and they
had to take a cab to reacli King's College, which both had entered
in October 1897 to read Classics 2 . In his diary thè future novelist
makes no mendon of the topics of conversadon vith Hasluck on
the way up. In a later entry, however, he records tiat on the afternoon of the following February the 14thhe met hiasluck for tea,
and we may well imagine that he talked over the iessay he was to
write ori 'Distinctive Characteristics of the Attic Genus', a task
that had already taken him to the Archaeological iV!iuseum of Littie
St Mary's Lane in search of inspiration4. In another entry, dated
February the 23rd, Forster records the diffìcultyhé was then expriencing in wridng a paper on cThe Greek Feeling for, Nature', but
makes no mention of any discussion with Hasluc1.
We could go on at length delving into Forstei's diary to enter
more closely into the everyday life of g Classics1 student in late
Victorian Cambridge'.. Here, however, we are interested in tracing
out the essential lines in the cultural backgrourd of Frederick
Hasluck, the future assistant director and librarian of the Bridsh
School at Athens6 , and, it may theefore
e relevant to
consider at this point ari event holding =portance for
Classics studies in Cambridge in the late decades of the nineteenth
century and the opening decades of the twehtieth, ikamely the 1879
reform of the Classical Tripos. On this reform réference cari be
made to the studies by Christopher Stray and Ma4r Beard. These
two scholars not only idendfy the precedents and 1,reconstruct the
history of the reform, but also demonstrate how utimately it gave
rise to the most interesting researches on the ancient world carried
out in Cambridge between the 1 880s and 1920. With the reform
I
the Classical Tripos was sphti nto a Part I and a Prt 11. The fìrst
part, which led to a degree, was essentially linguistc in nature and
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